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ABSTRACT 

Unmixed solutions of the matrix equation XDX + XA + AX* - C = 0, D > 0 are 
studied. 

I. INTRODUCTION, BACKGROUND 

Let A, C, D, and X be complex n X n matrices such that C, D, and X are 
hermitian and D 2 0 (positive semidefinite). The algebraic Riccati equation 

XDX+XA+A*X-C=O (1.1) 

is important in control theory. The optimal control in the quadratic regulator 
problem on the infinite time interval requires a solution X of (1.1) such that 
the “feedback matrix” A + DX is stable (see e.g. [9]). In this note we study 
the more general situation where A + DX and (A + OX)* have at most pure 
imaginary eigenvalues in common. It is known from [3] and [8] that the 
existence of solutions X with this property depends on those eigenvalues h of 
A which are not D-controllable [i.e. for which rank(A - hZ, D) < n]. It is 
standard to associate to (1.1) the hamiltonian matrix 
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If X is a solution then 

(.: ;)-l”(: ;)=(“+,” -(A+DDX)*)* 

Hence any solution X yields a factorization of the characteristic polynomial 
X(M) of M as 

x(M)=(-l)“x(A+DX)x[(A+DX)*], 0.2) 

which indicates that the structure of M is crucial. We will relate the solvability 
of (1.1) to factorizations of the rational matrix 

(I,, O)(zZ- M)-'( k) 

and also establish a link between results in [l], [3], [6], and [S]. As an example 
of the type of results obtained in Section 3 we mention the following: There 
exists a unique solution X + of (1.1) such that all eigenvalues of A + DX + have 
nonnegative real part if and only if all elementary divisors corresponding to 
pure imaginary eigenvalues of M have even degree and rank(A - ,uZ, D) = n 
for all p with Rep < 0 (i.e. the pair { - A, D} is stabilizable). 

Some of the auxiliary results which we put together in this section are 
contained in [8]. For concepts and facts from systems theory we refer to [9]. 

For a complex polynomial p(z) = 2~,a(~,z” let fi be defined by 

#(z)= 5 z,(-z)“=p(-n). 
v=o 

If we put q(n) = X(A + DX) for the characteristic polynomial of A + DX, 
then (1.2) can be written as x(M) = (- l)“q(z)g(z). For an n X n matrix 
H = (hjj) of complex rational functions we define H by 

By 6(H) we denote the least common denominator of all minors of H. 
Let S E C nxn be nonsingular, and put 

ff: =SAS-‘, C: = (S*)-‘CS, b: =SDS*, 2: = (S*)-‘XS-‘. 

(1.3) 
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Then X is a solution of (1.1) if and only if X is a solution of 

XMz+XA+d*rZ-C=o. 
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(1.4) 

The hamiltonian matrix 

( 
. L 

&=A D 
C - A* 1 

of (1.4) is related to M by &f = 2 - 'MZ, Z = blockdiag(S - ‘, S*). 
Let a pair {A, B} of matrices be given, A E C”x” and B E CnXr. An 

eigenvalue h of A is called B-controllable if 

rank(A - XI, B) = n. (I.51 

The pair {A, B } is called stubi&ubZe if rank(A - hZ, B) < n implies Re A < 0. 
{ A, Z3 } is called controllable if (1.5) holds for all eigenvalues h of A. Let 
C(A, B) denote the (A, B)-controZZubZe subspace of C”, 

C(A, B) = Im(B, AB ,..., A”-‘B). 

Then {A, B } is controllable if and only if dim C( A, B) = n, or equivalently if 

rowrank, (A - dplB = n. 

The matrix S in (1.3) can be chosen such that 

(1.6a) 

where 

Put 

Ds 2 0 and { As, D, } is controllable. (1.6b) 

h: = x(A,). (1.6~) 

Since C(A, D) is invariant under A, the polynomial h can be defined 
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independently of (1.6a) by 

x(A) = hx(Alc,~,n,). (1.7) 

An eigenvalue X of A is not Controllable if and only if it is a zero of h. Let 
M, be given by 

M,= W) 

Then 

x(M)=(-l)‘hhx(M,). (1.9) 

Amatrix W=(wij)~CnXk( ) z is said to be PTO~~Y rational if Wij = ~j/gij 
such that Xi = 0 or deg Aj < deg gij. A factorization 

W(z)=L(d-F)-‘K (1.10) 

with L E CnXt, F E Crxr, and K E Crxk is called a realization of W. (1.10) is 
a minimal realization (i.e., the size r of F is minimal) if and only if the pairs 

{F,K} and {Fr,Lr} are controllable, or equivalently if x(F) = 6(W). If 
L,(zZ - F,)-‘K,, i = 1,2, are two minimal realizations, then F, and F, are 

similar. 
The solvability of (1.1) will be related to factorizations of the n X n matrix 

T(z)=(Z, . (1.11) 

LEMMA 1.1. The following statements are equivalent. 

(i) The pair {A, D} is controllable. 
(ii) The realization (1.11) of T is minimal. 
(iii) The rows and columns of T are linearly independent over C. 

Proof. (i) ti (iii): Suppose Tq = 0 for some nonzero q E C “. Let 

(zl-M)-‘=(; ;) (1.12) 
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be partitioned into n X n blocks. Then (xl - A)T - DU = 0 and - CT + (XI 
+ A*)U = Z imply DUq = 0 and (J + A*)Uq = q. Hence 

q*(xZ+A)-iD=O, (1.13) 

which means that { A, D } is not controllable. Conversely (1.13) implies 
Tq = 0. Because of Y?(z) = T( - n), the first part of the proof is complete. 

(i) = (ii): If (1.11) is not a minimal realization, then 

rank(AZ-M,(y))<2n 

for some X E C, or equivalently 

rank(A - hZ, D) < n. 

The following fact about pure imaginary eigenvalues will be used. 

LEMMA 1.3 [6]. Let the pair { F, K } be controllable. Then the elementary 
divisors of 

which belong to pure imaginuy eigenvalues have even degree. 

Without loss of generality we will assume that A and D are given in the 
form (1.6). In the sequel q E C[ x] will always be a manic polynomial of 
degree n which has at most pure imaginary zeros in common with (5. 

2. REDUCTION TO THE CONTROLLABLE CASE 

If { A, D } is not controllable, then (1.1) decomposes into one quadratic 
and two linear matrix equations (2.1). Let 
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be partitioned according to (1.6). Write (1.1) as 

X,A, + ATX, = C, - X,&,X&, 

X,,(A, + 4X,>+ ATX,, = C,, - A&X;, 

X,D,X, + X,A, + A;Xs - C, = 0. 

(2.la) 

(2.lb) 

(2Jc) 

The blocks X, and Xi, have no influence on 

x(A + OX>= x(4)x(4 + Q&h. (2.2) 

LEMMA 2.1. 

(a) The equation (1.1) has a unique solution with x(A + DX) = q ifund 
only if 

x(M)=(-l)“qq and (h,Q)=l (2.3) 

hold and (2.1~) has a unique solution with x( A, + D,Xz) = q2, q2 = q/h. 
(b) Zf (2.3) holds, then h has no pure imaginary zeros and the elementary 

divisors which belong to pure imaginary eigenvalues are the same in M and 

MC!* 

Proof. (a): Let X be a unique solution with x(A + DX) = q. Then the 
solution X, of the Lyapunov equation (2.la) is unique. Hence (see e.g. [5]) the 
matrices A, and - AT have no common eigenvalue, i.e., h = x(A,) and 
h = (- l)‘x( - AT) have no common root. Similarly we conclude from (2.lb) 
that A, + DzXz and - AT have no eigenvalues in common or (h, Qz) = 1. 
Therefore (h, hqz = q) = 1, which combined with (1.2) yields (2.3). The 
preceding arguments can be used to prove the converse statement of (a). 

(b): From (2.2) we obtain hlq. Suppose h had a pure imaginary root icr. 
Then q(icu)= (5(i(r) = 0, which contradicts (h, q)= 1. Hence A, and - AT 
have no eigenvalues on the imaginary axis. The pure imaginary eigenvalues of 
M and their elementary divisors are determined by M,. w 

The condition (h, (r) = 1 can be expressed in a different form. As the roots 
of h are precisely those eigenvalues which are not Dcontrollable, the follow- 
ing fact is obvious. 

REMARK. Let x(M) be factored as x(M)=(-1)“qQ. Then (h,(r)=1 if 
and only if all eigenvalues of A which are zeros of (r (if any) are D-control- 
lable. 
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The next lemma shows that for factorizations of T only the part M, of M is 
essential. Let n, be the size of A, in (1.6), or equivalently n, = dim C(A, D). 

LEMMA 2.2. The matrix 

T(z)=(Z O)("-M)-l(y) 

can be factorized as 

such that 

and 

if and only if 

6(V) = qz = q/h 

rowrankc V = n2 

T,b) = (L, 

has a factoriziztion 

T, = -V2v2, v, E Q=n+z( Z) 

with 

v2)=q2 and rowrankc V, = n2. 

Proof, Let T be partitioned according to (1.6) into 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

(2.6) 

(2.7) 

(2.8) 

(2.9) 
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Then (Ill), i.e. 
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(zz-M)(f ;)=z, 

yields (d - A,)(T, Tra) = (0 0). Hence T = blockdiag(0, T,) and (2.7) holds. 
Clearly (2.8) implies (2.4). We assume now (2.4)-(2.6). Then there exists a 
nonsingular K E C n x n such that 

LV= ; 
i 1 2' 

w, E oYX”( z), 

rowrankc W, = n,, and 6(W2) = 6(V). 

Obviously we have WaW2 = QQ, S(Q) = 6( W,) for a suitable Q E C “zx”“( x). 
If L is partitioned as Tin (2.9), then 

L( 8 F2) = (8 _;2~2)w-1 
yields Lr2T2 = 0. As {A,, D2) is controllable, Lemma 1.1 implies L,, = 0. 

Therefore T2 = - L, ‘W21%‘2(L- ‘)* or T, = - V2v2 with V, = L, ‘Q. n 

3. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS 

The next theorem contains the main result of this note. Recall that h is 
given by (16c) and that we assume D 2 0. If a complex polynomial is 
denoted by 9, it has degree n and by assumption 9(n) and 9(x) = 9( - x) 
have at most pure imaginary roots in common. We write x(G) for the 
characteristic polynomial of a matrix G. 

THEOREM 3.1. Let the following conditions be defined: 

FJ),, q - There exists a unique hemitiun solution X of 

XDX+XA+A*X-C=O (14 

such that 

x( A + DX) = 9. 
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(WM. The elementary divisors of 

which belong to pure imuginuy eigenvalues have even degree. 

(Co),, q * x(M) = (- 1)“9Q and (h, Q) = 1. 

(F)M, q* The matrix 

T(z)=(Z, 

can be factorized as 

T=-m, v E V+(z) (3.1) 

such that 

s(v) = 92 = cl/h, row rank c V = deg 92. 

Then 

(a) (CO),, q A (I.%, * (EU)M 0’ 
@) (co),, q A (F)M, q * (‘=% q’ 

Proof. (a): If {A, D} is controllable then (Co),,, means x(M)= 
(- 1)“94. In this case (a) is true [8]. Otherwise Lemma 2.1 implies 

(EUh,q * (C&4,q * wJ)&& (3.2) 

and 

with 92 = s/h and M, given by (1.8). With {A,, D,} we are back at the 

controllable case. 
(b): From Lemma 2.2 we obtain (F& * (F)M2, q2. Taking (3.2) into 

account, it suffices to prove (b) for a controllable pair {A, D }. Assume first 
that there exists a solution X with x(A + DX) = 9. Put 

G(z)=zZ-(A+DX) and R= i y . 
( 1 
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Then 
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[R-‘(xz_~)~]-‘- - -G-'De-' 

or T=-G-‘D&‘=-fl~& V:=G-‘D’/2. 

also the pair { A + DX, D’f’2 } is controllable; hence 

rowrankc V = n. 

Together with {A, D}, 

(3.3) 

Since no poles of G - ’ are canceled in G -1D1’2, we have S(V) = q. 
Conversely let us assume now (3.1), 6(V) = q, and (3.3). The matrix V is 
proper rational. Let L(zZ - F)- ‘K = V(z) be a minimal realization of V. 
Then x(F) = 6(V) = q, and {F, K} is controllable. Because of (3.3) we can 
take L=Z. 

According to Lemma 1.1 the two realizations 

T(z)=(Z O)(zZ-M)-‘(;)=(Z O)(d;F z-+““F:)(;) 

are minimal. Hence M is similar to 

Therefore x(M) = (- l)“q& and from Lemma 1.3 follows (LR),. Now (a) 
yields (EU),, 4. n 

When can the condition (Co) be satisfied? 

THEOREM 3.2. There exists a q E 4: [n] such that 

WM, q x(M)=(-l)“qq, and (h,Q)=l 

hold, if and only if 

(a) all pure imaginay eigenvalues of M have even algebraic multiplicity 
and 

(8) (h, h) = 1. 

The following condition (Ch) is equivalent to (p). 
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(Ch) If A is an eigenvalue of A which is not D-controllable, then 

rank( A* + hZ, D) = n. 

Proof. We assume first (Co),,,. Then (1.9) implies h(q and hid. As q 
and (5 have at most pure imaginary roots in common, the same has to be true 
for h and h. But h(ia) = 0, a E R, is impossible, since it would imply 
q(ia)=o(ia)=O, which contradicts (h,Q)=l. Thus (h,h)=l. For the 
converse note that (a) and (/3) yield x(M) = ( - l)“hh.ssS, where s can be 
chosen such that (h, S) = 1. Then 9 = h.s has the desired properties. The 
equivalence of (p) and (Ch) follows from the definition of h. n 

We note the special case of Theorem 3.1(a) where all zeros of h are in the 
right half plane, i.e. where { - A, D} is stabilizable. 

COROLLARY 3.3. There exists a unique solution X, of (1.1) such that all 
eigenvalues of A + DX, have nonnegative real part if and only if { - A, D} 
is stabilizable and (LR), holds. 

It follows from [4] that X, is a maximal solution, i.e., X, - X > 0 for any 

solution X of (1.1). 
The condition (Co) is contained in [3], (LR) can be found in [2] and [S], 

and (Ch) is in [l], For different results on spectral factorizations see [7]. 

I would like to thank referees fm drawing my attention to the results in [l] 
and [2] and for valuable comments. 

Addendum. We note without proof that there is an explicit description 
of T. Write D = GG* and put P(z): = (xl - A)-lG and Q(z)= &z)CP(z) 
+ I. Then 

T(z) = - P(z)@(z)-‘+), 

which establishes a connection to Molinari’s results (see (4.3) in [7], p. 280). 
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